
100% Cotton 
(T-Shirt, Pillow Case, Fabric Scraps)

1 -15"x7"

1/4" Elastic
2-7"

Created by Monica Malbouef of Seamstresses for Safety - Northern Michigan 

4 Fabric
Straps 20"

OR 

PATTERN FOR COTTON SURGICAL MASK 

WITH POCKET & OPTIONAL NOSE WIRE (TIES OR ELASTIC)

Made for Seamstresses for Safety



Step 1: Fold, pin (or iron), then

stitch a 1/2 seam on each of the

short ends of the fabric

Step 4: Stitch up both raw edges to

hold the elastic (or ties) into place. 

Step 2: Fold in half so fabric is good

side to good side and seamed edges

are together. Stitch layers together -

from each outside edge 2" only.  

Step 3a. Maneuver the fabric up to

reveal 1/4 of the fabric so that the

opening is just below the edge as

shown here.  It is helpful to iron the

fabric flat at this point. 

NOTE: Your fabric should now look like

a tube, with a small opening/pocket.  

DIRECTIONS FOR SEWING COTTON SURGICAL MASK 

WITH POCKET & OPTIONAL NOSE WIRE (TIES OR ELASTIC)

Made for Seamstresses for Safety

Step 3a. Step 3b. 

Step 3b. Next, attach the ends of

your elastic between the layers as

indicated here.  Pin the elastic into

the four corners. (You could replace

these with 4 separate fabric ties as

well). 

KEY:
good side

bad side

Before connecting

your elastic you

have 1/4 inch

fabric above. 



Step 9: Donate to a local hospital, nursing home, first responded team or

crisis center. *These types of masks are NOT normally approved by the CDC

or common health laws.  However, in times of crisis, and normal approve

supplies are limited, these can help protect health providers and care givers. 

Step 6: On each short end, near

the straps, fold up the fabric onto

itself, creating a gather- then pin

the fold into place. Repeat 2X. The

three folds must be going in the

same direction. This should be done

on BOTH short ends as shown here. 

DIRECTIONS FOR SEWING COTTON SURGICAL MASK 

WITH POCKET & OPTIONAL NOSE WIRE (TIES OR ELASTIC)

Made for Seamstresses for Safety

Step 8: Reach your fingers inside the

opening to insert a floral wire, twist

tie or mold-able strip up inside the

opening (but under the seam).  Then

once in place stitch across to hold as

shown here. NOTE: Remember to

hold pocket open to avoid sewing

it shut.

Step 7: Now stitch over those

pleats. (Removing pins as you go!) 

Step 5: Use the small pocket

opening to turn your mask right

side out.  
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OPTIONAL NOSE WIRE

Insert the wire under the folded upper seam through the

pocket opening. Then stitch across to hold in place. 


